The camp of the Ittiventis
they did not think I was a woman at all: and they had heard
that the government sent spies who pretended to come for
antiques: they would not go against the law. This pedantry,
in a district which always shoots its policemen, seemed to me
extreme, but there was nothing to be done about it. I could
not wait five days for Amanulla Khan. After a great deal of
persuasion, and signing a document in which I took the
responsibility for whatever might happen, they said they would
see if they could find anything in the cemetery at the back
of the corrie, and we started off with picks and skewers and
began to push them here and there among the bushes: but
though we struck rock, and worked away with rising hopes,
we only came upon two miserable boulders: and nothing I
could say would make them try again. They told me that
in any case the graves in which horses are buried are rare and
not to be found in a day. The red-bearded uncle murmured
privately to Keram that he owned a camp down in the
Giza Rud where a new and unexplored cemetery was waiting
to be looted, and he would take us there to-morrow. If he
found me a grave of the kind I wanted, he should have my
old fur coat, said I: and having ratified this treaty of alliance
in low voices so that the other interested Powers might not
hear, we returned to the tents to think about supper.
We had an impressive view to look out on. Our corrie
formed a sort of ledge and the long red cliff of Peri Kuh
stood up against us at the bottom of our glen across the
Kangaveri: it shone like a church window in the sunset, framed
in the dark woollen walls of the tent in which we sat. The
other settlement showed on a lower spur, etched blackly
against that brilliant background. And die valley below was
filling with evening shadows.
It should have been a scene of peace. But though I could
understand very litde of what was being said around me, I
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